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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a method and
testing system for testing an analogue front end being
coupled to a telecommunication line in a telecommuni-
cation system.
[0002] A method or transmission line analysis is de-
scribed in WO 2010/064977 A1. Therein a Frequency
Domain Reflectometry FDR Single Ended Line Testing
SELT measurement is made in a stop band of a DSL
band plan, using a PSD allowed by the PSD mask. Fur-
ther measurements may also be made in an adjacent
pass band and further bands, and the results combined
to create a wide band measurement result. When trans-
formed into the time domain (e.g. by inverse Fourier
transform to produce the line impulse response) greater
resolution in time (and hence greater spatial resolution)
is achieved. In order to compensate for AGC calibration
errors measurements using different AGC steps may be
scaled to fit smoothly to each other. If measurements
overlap, measurement results in the region of overlap
may be combined in various ways to limit the influence
of noise and to create a smooth transition from one meas-
urement to the next.
[0003] Systems and methods for characterizing loops
based on single-ended line test (SELT) are described in
US Patent Application Publication with Publication
number US 2009/0323902 A1. One embodiment in-
cludes a method for determining whether a straight-loop
departure condition exist on a loop under test. Another
embodiment includes a method for determining a loop
gauge for a loop under test.
[0004] A method and device for testing transmission
loss of communication line is described in EP 1819098
A1. It discloses a method for testing transmission loss of
communication lines applied to data communication by
modem, including taking samples of voltage signals of
handshake carrier signals at central office end sent by a
subscriber modem; calculating transmission loss of a car-
rier channel corresponding to the subscriber modem ac-
cording to the samples; calculating the transmission loss
of other channels of the communication line according
to the transmission loss of the carrier channel. An appa-
ratus for testing transmission loss of communication lines
is also disclosed in the application. The method and ap-
paratus disclosed by the application realize DELT.
[0005] In telecommunication systems such as in a Dig-
ital Subscriber Line telecommunication system, a big part
of the electronics is made of digital circuitry dedicated to
the higher layer protocols. However, for the physical lay-
er, next to the digital signal processor unit, there are still
a number of analogue components that are used to ac-
tually make the conversion between the digital signals
and the analogue signals in order to amplify or to filter
the analogue signals that are sent and received on the
telecommunication line coupled thereto. Such a typical
Digital Subscriber Line system comprises in its analogue
front end typical components such as:

- a Digital to Analogue Converter DAC that converts
the digital signal coming from the Digital Signal Proc-
essor into an analogue signal i.e. voltage signal; and

- a Line Driver LD that amplifies the signal coming
from the Digital Analogue Converter DAC before
sending it to the telecommunication line; and

- a Hybrid Hyb that separates the sent signals from
the received signals; and

- a High-pass-filter HPF that prevents interaction be-
tween the xDSL signal and telephone signals; and

- a Low-Noise-Amplifier LNA that amplifies the signal
received from the telecommunication line; and

- an anti-aliasing filter, which is a low-pass filter LPF
that prevents aliasing of out-of-band signal; and

- an analogue to digital converter ADC that converts
the received analogue signal into a digital signal to
feed the Digital Signal Processor DSP.

[0006] A hardware failure in any of those analogue
components, which is often due to lightning, will make
the analogue front end system out of service.
[0007] Unlike for a failure of any other digital block in
the system such as the Digital Signals Processor or any
other higher-layer digital process, the out of service of
the analogue front end can not be detected via software.
[0008] Up to now, when a customer complains about
his telecommunication line and if a failure in the ana-
logue-front-end would be suspected, the only way to ver-
ify this, is to manually rewire the telecommunication line
of this customer to another port of the DSL board or even
to rewire this line to another board, in order to check
whether the line would come back into service. If the line
comes back into service after rewiring then the problem
was indeed due to a failure in the front-end of the former
DSL port. However, in the event when after rewiring, the
line is not coming back into service, the problem is sus-
pected to be on the telecommunication line itself. This
rewiring technique requires a manual intervention of an
operator, and is therefore time consuming and costly.
Indeed, a manual rewiring intervention can take hours
due to the time required to dispatch a field technician to
the right central office or remote unit, and to actually re-
wire the line to another port and check if the service is
restored correctly.
[0009] An object of the present invention is to provide
a method and testing system for testing an analogue front
end being coupled to a telecommunication line in a tele-
communication system such as the above known type
of testing but without the above mentioned drawbacks.
[0010] According to the invention, this object is
achieved due to the fact that the testing system compris-
es a single ended line testing measurement module for
applying single ended line testing measurements via the
analogue front-end of the telecommunication line and
collecting thereby single ended line testing measure-
ments; and a processing means for interpreting the single
ended line testing measurements and thereby judging
that the analogue front end is out of order; and a control
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means for controlling the single ended line testing meas-
urement module and the processing means.
[0011] The basic idea of the present application is the
use reflectometry measurements for detecting a hard-
ware failure in the analogue front end.
[0012] Reflectometry or also called Single Ended Line
Testing SELT is a technique already known and used in
xDSL systems.
[0013] Single ended line testing is a method to identify
impairments in telecommunication lines of a binder and
comprises a step of performing Single Ended Line Test-
ing SELT on the different lines of a bundle.
[0014] A well known technique of single ended line
testing is called Time Domain Reflectometry TDR. TDR
consists in sending a signal over a twisted pair and in
measuring the received echo over the time. An input sig-
nal, also called incident signal, is applied to a telecom-
munication line via the transmit input and an echo signal
is measured via the receive output. The obtained meas-
urements are called reflectogram. At any, even light, im-
pedance change of the line, the reflected echo level will
vary, which will appear as a ’peak’ or a ’valley’ in the echo
measurement. When using this technique, any impair-
ment such as bad contact, a bridge tap or wire gauge
change will become visible in the reflectogram.
[0015] Another known single ended line testing meth-
od is called Frequency Domain Reflectometry FDR. This
technique consists in measuring the amplitude and the
phase of the echo signal in function of the frequency.
Practically, the echo can be measured separately for
each required frequency, called frequency sweep, or for
all the frequencies at a time whereby the emitted signal
is a broadband signal. The resulting plot is a bode dia-
gram of the reflection coefficient with amplitude and
phase versus frequency. Such a diagram is rather com-
plex to interpret since a single impairment will appear as
a series of regularly-spaced bumps or holes in the echo
amplitude.
[0016] For both time-domain and frequency-domain
reflectometry, the result is affected by impairments such
as bad contact or water in the cable but also by so called
normal imperfection like wire gauge changes or bridged
tap. Based on these techniques it is known to measure
the loop length, to determine the loop termination or to
detect other impairments like bridge-taps.
[0017] The principle of the present application is to
send a signal on the telecommunication line and to ob-
serve the reflection of the signal that comes back from
the line i.e. to observe the echo. In the event when a
reflectometry measurement is performed on a telecom-
munication line that is connected to an xDSL port whose
analogue-front-end is broken, the observed measure-
ment is in fact not an echo coming back from the tele-
communication line, but the observed measurement will
be very close to the background noise of the environment.
[0018] So, if a reflectometry measure contains no echo
signal but only a very low noise, there is a probability that
the incident signal was never sent on the line which might

be an indication that the failure is located in the transmit
part of the analogue front end; or there is a probability
that the incident signal could not be measured correctly
which might be an indication that the failure is located in
the receive part of the analogue front end.
[0019] As such, the acquired information from the sin-
gle ended line testing measurements is used to diagnose
a potential hardware failure in the analogue circuitry of
the port.
[0020] The value of the present application is fact that
a broken analogue front end is automatically detected,
without the need for manual intervention. This brings time
and cost advantages to the operator who is maintaining
the network, and it is therefore very valuable to integrate
this feature in a diagnosis tool of the telecommunication
network. Indeed, as mentioned above, while the manual
rewiring intervention can take hours, a reflectometry
measurement and an automatic processing and interpre-
tation of the test results take less than one minute. It is
even more valuable in an unbundled scenario, where the
different wires and the xDSL board do not belong to the
same company. It is indeed then crucial to determine
whether the fault is on the board or on the line itself, since
it implies the responsibility of two different companies.
[0021] The single ended line testing measurement
module performs a Frequency Domain Reflectometry
FDR and hereby the line testing measurements are sig-
nal power spectral densities.
[0022] Another characteristic feature of such FDR im-
plementation is that the processing means is further com-
prised for comparing predefined calibration curves with
a plot of the signal power spectral densities. Such so-
called "calibration curves" are always performed at de-
sign time or initialization time of the single ended line
testing module since they are required for correct inter-
pretation of the results. There are typically three kinds of
calibration measurements performed. A first one is per-
formed on an open circuit, a second one is performed on
a short circuit and a third one is performed on a matched
impedance which is typically 100 Ohms in a Digital Sub-
scriber Line system. These calibration measurements
are performed at design time of the DSL board but can
be repeated for each DSL board that comes out of the
production line for more accuracy. In this way the cali-
bration curves are known at the time when a DSL board
is brought in deployment in the field.
[0023] A way of determining anomalies in the single
ended line testing measurements with a view on poten-
tially detecting a broken analogue front end is that the
processing means is comprised in the testing system for
determining a total power for the received spectral den-
sities and for comparing the total power to a predeter-
mined threshold. Hereby the processing means is de-
signed to judge that the analogue front end is out of order
in the event when the total power is below the predeter-
mined threshold.
[0024] Furthermore, the testing system of the present
application can be coupled to a plurality of telecommu-
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nication lines and becomes thereby enabled to test each
one of the respective analogue front ends that is coupled
between the testing system and one of the plurality of
telecommunication lines i.e. with one testing system dif-
ferent analogue front ends can be tested upon its proper
working. It has to be remarked that the different lines can
all be coupled to one and the same board but might as
well be coupled to different boards, whereby one testing
system serves also different boards.
[0025] The testing system can be at least partly com-
prised in an access node or can be at least partly com-
prised in a network diagnosis tool. This means that pos-
sible implementations of the present application compris-
es embodiments whereby the testing system is complete-
ly implemented in a DSL board or completely implement-
ed in a diagnosis tool.
[0026] Finally, the different function blocks of the test-
ing system can be centralized in one and the same net-
work element but might as well be distributed over differ-
ent network elements such as an access node and/or a
diagnosis tool.
[0027] It is to be noticed that the term ’comprising’,
used in the claims, should not be interpreted as being
limitative to the means listed thereafter. Thus, the scope
of the expression ’a device comprising means A and B’
should not be limited to devices consisting only of com-
ponents A and B. It means that with respect to the present
invention, the only relevant components of the device are
A and B.
[0028] Similarly, it is to be noticed that the term ’cou-
pled’, also used in the claims, should not be interpreted
as being limitative to direct connections only. Thus, the
scope of the expression ’a device A coupled to a device
B’ should not be limited to devices or systems wherein
an output of device A is directly connected to an input of
device B. It means that there exists a path between an
output of A and an input of B which may be a path includ-
ing other devices or means.
[0029] The above and other objects and features of
the invention will become more apparent and the inven-
tion itself will be best understood by referring to the fol-
lowing description of an embodiment taken in conjunction
with the accompanying drawings wherein Figure 1 rep-
resents a Digital Subscriber Line board DSL-Board and
Figure 2 Shows on a diagram a comparison of reflectom-
etry measurements with calibration curves for open, short
and matched terminations.
[0030] The working of the device according to the
present invention in accordance with its telecommunica-
tion environment that is shown in Figure 1 will be ex-
plained by means of a functional description of the dif-
ferent blocks shown therein. Based on this description,
the practical implementation of the blocks will be obvious
to a person skilled in the art and will therefor not be de-
scribed in details. In addition, the principle working of the
method for testing an analogue front end will be described
in further detail.
[0031] Referring to Figure 1, one port of a DSL Board

is shown. The DSL port comprises a digital part DIGITAL
and an analogue part ANALOGUE. The border between
both parts is formed by means of a digital to analogue
converter DAC and an analogue to digital converter ADC.
The analogue part comprises the analogue front end AFE
with the following components, coupled to each other in
sequence of being mentioned:

- the Digital to Analogue Converter DAC that converts
the digital signal coming from the Digital Signal Proc-
essor into an analogue signal i.e. voltage signal; and

- a Line Driver LD that amplifies the signal coming
from the Digital Analogue Converter DAC before
sending it to the telecommunication line; and

- a Hybrid Hyb that separates the sent signals from
the received signals; and

- a High-pass-filter HPF that prevents interaction be-
tween the xDSL signal and telephone signals; and

- a Low-Noise-Amplifier LNA that amplifies the signal
received from the telecommunication line; and

- an anti-aliasing filter, which is a low-pass filter LPF
that prevents aliasing of out-of-band signal; and

- an analogue to digital converter ADC that converts
the received analogue signal into a digital signal to
feed the Digital Signal Processor DSP.

[0032] It has to be remarked that some of these func-
tions can be integrated in one single chip but not all of
them, since they require other technologies or are just
bigger components like inductors, transformers or big ca-
pacitors. In this way the Digital to Analogue Converter
can be integrated with the Analogue to Digital Converter,
but the Line Driver is difficult to be further integrated with
another component since it requires a power semicon-
ductor technology and also the filters that require big ca-
pacitors are difficult to be further integrated with other
components.
[0033] The High-pass-filter HPF is coupled to the tel-
ecommunication line LINE which on its turn is coupled
to a customer premises equipment CPE.
[0034] The Digital part comprises a Digital Signal Proc-
essor DSP, which is coupled to both, the Digital to Ana-
logue converter DAC and the Analogue to Digital con-
verter ADC; and the testing system TEST-AFE of to the
present application.
[0035] The testing system TEST-AFE comprises a sin-
gle ended line testing measurement module SELT, a
processing means called processer PROC and a control
means called controller CTRL. The single ended line test-
ing module SELT is coupled to the digital signal Proces-
sor DSP, to the processor PROC and to the controller
CTRL. The controller is also coupled to the processor.
[0036] The single ended line testing measurement
module SELT is included in the testing system for apply-
ing single ended line testing measurements via the an-
alogue front-end upon the line LINE and for collecting
thereby single ended line testing measurements. The
processor PROC is included in the testing system TES-
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AFE for interpreting the single ended line testing meas-
urements and for thereby judging that the analogue front
end AFE is out of order or not. The controller CTRL is
included in the testing system TEST-AFE for controlling
the single ended line testing measurement module SELT
and the processor PROC.
[0037] Presume a situation wherein a customer com-
plains about his telecommunication line such as e.g.
LINE. The method of the present application provides a
way to verify whether the failure in the analogue-front-
end could be suspected. The operator can trigger in such
a situation the controller CTRL who will control on its turn
the single ended line testing measurement module and
the processor.
[0038] A first control signal is forwarded to the single
ended line testing measurement module in order to trig-
ger this module to apply a single ended line testing meas-
urement via the analogue front-end of the respective line
LINE and to collect thereby single ended line testing
measurements.
[0039] The collected single ended line testing meas-
urements are forwarded by the measurement module
SELT to the processor PROC of the testing system.
[0040] Upon reception of the measurements, the proc-
essor PROC starts interpreting the single ended line test-
ing measurements and decides thereby whether the
complaints about the telecommunication line LINE are
due to the associated analogue front end being out of
order.
[0041] It has to be remarked that an alternative way to
control by means of the controller CTRL both, the single
ended line testing measurement module SELT and the
processor PROC, is provided when e.g. the measure-
ment module SELT performs e.g. upon a regular way the
single ended line measurements and provides hereby
the collected measurements in a regular way to the proc-
essor. In the event when the operator initiates the con-
troller CTRL, the controller sends a second control signal
to the processor PROC in order to trigger the execution
of the interpretation of the e.g. recently received meas-
urements and the decision. The aim is in fact that via the
controller CTRL an outside event is forwarded to both
devices SELT and PROC in order to execute its function-
ality.
[0042] It has to be noted that in e.g. xDSL systems
typically Frequency-Domain Reflectometry FDR is used
as single ended line testing measurement. When apply-
ing FDR a typical plot that reflects the measurements
shows actually the power of the received signal in func-
tion of the frequency i.e. the received signal power spec-
tral density PSD.
[0043] It is noted that the received signal i.e. received
by the SELT module might be or might not be an echoed
signal. This depends whether the analogue front end is
indeed broken or not and if it is broken it depends as well
of the respective component that is broken.
[0044] As explained above, calibration curves are al-
ways generated at design time or initialization time of the

single ended line testing module SELT since they are
required for correct interpretation of the results. These
calibration curves are shown in Figure 2. The typical three
kinds of calibration measurements that are generated at
design time are performed:

- on an open circuit; and
- on a short circuit; and
- on a matched impedance which is typically 100

Ohms in a Digital Subscriber Line system.

[0045] According to classical transmission line theory,
the maximum measured signal of an echo signal hap-
pens when the port is terminated by an open or short-
circuit. This is shown in Figure 2 i.e. the highest curves.
In these cases, all the signal power is coming back to the
emitter. Furthermore, the minimum measured signal of
an echo signal happens when the port is terminated, also
called loaded, by a matched impedance. The impedance
is in fact equal to the internal source impedance of the
port of the line LINE. In this case, see Figure 2, all the
signal power is transmitted to the load and no signal pow-
er comes back.
[0046] The task of interpretation of the processor
PROC will now be described in more details. In the event
of an xDSL telecommunication system where the single
ended line testing SELT is provided by performing FDR
and whereby a signal power spectral density is measured
and provided in a plot, the step of interpreting comprises
comparing these predefined calibration curves with a plot
of the measured signal power spectral densities. Figure
2 shows the measured signal power spectral density for
a broke analogue front end system. The shown "echo"
level of the broken port is much lower than anyone of the
calibration curves which were generated for a healthy
port. Even when the port is loaded by a matched imped-
ance, the generated plot with a broken analogue front
end is much lower. The interpretation of the processor
PROC consist of determining whether the actual meas-
urements of the SELT are indeed located much lower in
the diagram or not when being compared to the calibra-
tion curves. In the event when the actual measurements
are indeed much lower, the processor PROC judges/de-
termines that the analogue front end is indeed out of or-
der.
[0047] An additional or alternative step of "interpreting"
comprises determining a total power for the received
spectral densities and comparing this total power to a
predetermined threshold. The total power of a spectral
density signal can be determined by integrating the re-
ceived PSD signal over the frequency.
[0048] Indeed, at design time of the SELT module, the
total power for e.g. the matched impedance calibration
curve can be determined. The value of the calculated
power is defined as a Threshold value which is for in-
stance stored in the processor PROC. At the time of chal-
lenging the proper working of the analogue front end, the
processor PROC calculates, based upon recent SELT
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measurements, the total power for the received spectral
density and compares this value to the predetermined
threshold value. In the event when the total power of the
received spectral density is lower as the predetermined
threshold value, the processor PROC judges that the an-
alogue front end is indeed out of order.
[0049] Finally it has to be remarked that Figure 1 shows
that the testing system is coupled to only one telecom-
munication line LINE. However, the present testing sys-
tem TEST-AFE can as well be coupled and serve for a
plurality of similar telecommunication lines, each with its
analogue front end.
[0050] A final remark is that embodiments of the
present invention are described above in terms of func-
tional blocks. From the functional description of these
blocks, given above, it will be apparent for a person skilled
in the art of designing electronic devices how embodi-
ments of these blocks can be manufactured with well-
known electronic components. A detailed architecture of
the contents of the functional blocks hence is not given.
[0051] While the principles of the invention have been
described above in connection with specific apparatus,
it is to be clearly understood that this description is made
only by way of example and not as a limitation on the
scope of the invention, as defined in the appended
claims.

Claims

1. A method for use by a diagnosis tool for testing an
analogue front end coupled to a Digital Subscriber
telecommunication line of a Digital Subscriber Line
telecommunication system characterized in that
said method comprises

- applying a single ended line testing measure-
ment via said analogue front-end of said line and
collecting thereby single ended line testing
measurements; and
- interpreting said single ended line testing
measurements and thereby judging that anyone
of the analogue components of said analogue
front end comprises a hardware failure and mak-
ing thereby said analogue front end out of serv-
ice;

said single ended line testing measurement being a
Frequency Domain Reflectometry and said line test-
ing measurements being signal power spectral den-
sities; and
that said step of interpreting comprises determining
a total power for said received spectral densities and
comparing said total power to a predetermined
threshold and judging that anyone of said compo-
nents of said analogue front comprises a hardware
failure and makes thereby said analogue front end
out of service in the event when said total power is

below said predetermined threshold, determining
said predetermined threshold in function of a total
power of a matched impedance calibration curve.

2. A testing system (TEST-AFE) for testing an ana-
logue front end (AFE) coupled to a Digital Subscriber
telecommunication line (LINE) of a Digital Subscrib-
er Line telecommunication system characterized in
that said system comprises

- a single ended line testing measurement mod-
ule (SELT) for applying single ended line testing
measurements via said analogue front-end
(AFE) of said line (LINE) and collecting thereby
single ended line testing measurements where-
by said single ended line testing measurement
module (SELT) is adapted to perform a Frequen-
cy Domain Reflectometry and that said line test-
ing measurements being signal power spectral
densities; and
- a processing means (PROC) for interpreting
said single ended line testing measurements
and for determining a total power for said re-
ceived spectral densities and for comparing said
total power to a predetermined threshold and
judging that anyone of the analogue compo-
nents of said analogue front comprises a hard-
ware failure and makes thereby said analogue
front end out of service, in the event when said
total power is below said predetermined thresh-
old, said predetermined threshold being deter-
mined in function of a total power of a matched
impedance calibration curve
; and
- a control means (CTRL) for controlling said sin-
gle ended line testing measurement module
(SELT) and processing means (PROC).

3. The testing system (TEST-AFE) of claim 2, charac-
terized in that said testing system being coupled to
a plurality of telecommunication lines and being
thereby enabled for testing a respective analogue
front end (AFE) being coupled to one of said plurality
of telecommunication lines.

4. The testing system (TEST-AFE) of claim 2, charac-
terized in that said testing system being distributed
over different network elements.

5. The testing system (TEST-AFE) of claim 2, charac-
terized in that said testing system being at least
partly comprised in an access node.

6. The testing system (TEST-AFE) of claim 2, charac-
terized in that said testing system being at least
partly comprised in a network diagnosis tool.
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Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren für die Anwendung durch ein Diagnose-
Tool zum Testen eines analogen Front-Ends, wel-
ches an eine digitale Teilnehmer-Telekommunikati-
onsanschlussleitung eines digitalen Teilnehmeran-
schlussleitungs-Telekommunikationssystems ge-
koppelt ist, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das be-
sagte Verfahren umfasst:

- Durchführen einer einseitigen Leitungstest-
Messung über das besagte analoge Front-End
der besagten Anschlussleitung, und Erfassen
der einseitigen Leitungstest-Messgrößen; und
- Interpretieren der besagten einseitigen Lei-
tungstest-Messgrößen, um zu beurteilen, dass
eine jede der analogen Komponenten des be-
sagten analogen Front-Ends einen Hardware-
Fehler aufweist, wodurch das besagte analoge
Front-End außer Betrieb gesetzt wird;

wobei die besagte einseitige Leitungstest-Messung
eine Frequenzbereichsreflektometrie ist und die be-
sagten Leitungstest-Messgrößen Signalleistungs-
Spektraldichten sind; und
dass der besagte Schritt des Interpretierens das Be-
stimmen einer Gesamtleistung für die besagten
empfangenen Spektraldichten und das Vergleichen
der besagten Gesamtleistung mit einem vorbe-
stimmten Grenzwert sowie das Beurteilen, dass eine
jede der besagten Komponenten des besagten ana-
logen Front-Ends einen Hardware-Fehler aufweist
und das Front-End dadurch außer Betrieb gesetzt
wird, wenn die besagte Gesamtleistung den besag-
ten vorbestimmten Grenzwert unterschreitet, wobei
der besagte vorbestimmte Grenzwert in Abhängig-
keit von einer Gesamtleistung einer abgeglichenen
Impedanz-Kalibrierkurve bestimmt wird, umfasst.

2. Testsystem (TEST-AFE) zum Testen eines analo-
gen Front-Ends (AFE), welches an eine digitale Teil-
nehmer-Telekommunikationsanschlussleitung
(LINE) eines digitalen Teilnehmeranschlusslei-
tungs-Telekommunikationssystems gekoppelt ist,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das besagte Sys-
tem umfasst:

- Ein einseitiges Leitungstest-Messmodul
(SELT) zum Durchführen von einseitigen Lei-
tungstestmessugen über das besagte analoge
Front-End (AFE) der besagten Anschlusslei-
tung (LINE), um dadurch einseitige Leitungs-
test-Messgrößen zu erfassen, wobei das besag-
te einseitige Leitungstest-Messmodul (SELT)
dazu ausgelegt ist, eine Frequenzbereichsre-
flektometrie durchzuführen, und dass die be-
sagten Leitungstest-Messgrößen Signalleis-
tungs-Spektraldichten sind; und

- ein Verarbeitungsmittel (PROC) zum Interpre-
tieren der besagten einseitigen Leitungstest-
Messgrößen und zum Bestimmen einer Ge-
samtleistung für die besagten empfangenen
Spektraldichten und zum Vergleichen der be-
sagten Gesamtleistung mit einem vorbestimm-
ten Grenzwert und zum Beurteilen, dass eine
jede der analogen Komponenten des besagten
analogen Front-Ends einen Hardware-Fehler
aufweist und das besagte Front-End dadurch
außer Betrieb gesetzt wird, wenn die besagte
Gesamtleistung den vorbestimmten Grenzwert
unterschreitet, wobei der besagte vorbestimmte
Grenzwert in Abhängigkeit von einer Gesamt-
leistung einer abgeglichenen Impedanz-Kalib-
rierkurve bestimmt wird; und
- ein Steuermittel (CTRL) zum Steuern des be-
sagten einseitigen Leitungstest-Messmoduls
(SELT) und des besagten Verarbeitungsmittels
(PROC).

3. Testsystem (TEST-AFE) nach Anspruch 2, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass das besagte Testsystem an
eine Vielzahl von Telekommunikationsleitungen ge-
koppelt und somit fähig ist, ein entsprechendes ana-
loges Front-End (AFE), welches an eine der besag-
ten Vielzahl von Telekommunikationsleitungen ge-
koppelt ist, zu testen.

4. Testsystem (TEST-AFE) nach Anspruch 2, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass das besagte Testsystem
über unterschiedliche Netzwerkelemente verteilt
wird.

5. Testsystem (TEST-AFE) nach Anspruch 2, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass das besagte Testsystem zu-
mindest teilweise in einem Zugangsknoten umfasst
ist.

6. Testsystem (TEST-AFE) nach Anspruch 2, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass das besagte Testsystem zu-
mindest teilweise in einem Netzwerkdiagnose-Tool
umfasst ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé destiné à être utilisé par un outil de diagnos-
tic pour tester un frontal analogique couplé à une
ligne de télécommunication d’abonné numérique
d’un système de télécommunication de ligne d’abon-
né numérique caractérisé en ce que ledit procédé
comprend les étapes suivantes :

- appliquer une mesure de test de ligne asymé-
trique par l’intermédiaire dudit frontal analogi-
que de ladite ligne et collecter ainsi des mesures
de test de ligne asymétrique ; et
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- interpréter lesdites mesures de test de ligne
asymétrique et déterminer ainsi que l’un quel-
conque des composants analogiques dudit fron-
tal analogique comprend une défaillance maté-
rielle, mettant ainsi hors service ledit frontal
analogique ;

ladite mesure de test de ligne asymétrique étant une
réflectométrie dans le domaine fréquentiel et lesdi-
tes mesures de test de ligne étant des densités spec-
trales de puissance de signaux ; et
et en ce que ladite étape d’interprétation comprend
la détermination d’une puissance totale pour lesdites
densités spectrales reçues et la comparaison de la-
dite puissance totale à un seuil prédéterminé et la
détermination que l’un quelconque desdits compo-
sants dudit frontal analogique comprend une dé-
faillance matérielle et met ainsi ledit frontal analogi-
que hors service dans le cas où ladite puissance
totale est inférieure audit seuil prédéterminé, et la
détermination dudit seuil prédéterminé en fonction
d’une puissance totale d’une courbe d’étalonnage
d’impédance adaptée.

2. Système de test (TEST-AFE) pour tester un frontal
analogique (AFE) couplé à une ligne de télécommu-
nication d’abonné numérique (LINE) d’un système
de télécommunication de ligne d’abonné numérique
caractérisé en ce que ledit système comprend :

- un module de mesure de test de ligne asymé-
trique (SELT) pour appliquer des mesures de
test de ligne asymétrique par l’intermédiaire du-
dit frontal analogique (AFE) de ladite ligne
(LINE) et collecter ainsi des mesures de test de
ligne asymétrique, ledit module de mesure de
test de ligne asymétrique (SELT) étant adapté
pour réaliser une réflectométrie dans le domaine
fréquentiel et en ce que lesdites mesures de
teste de ligne sont des densités spectrales de
puissance de signaux ; et
- un moyen de traitement (PROC) pour interpré-
ter lesdites mesures de test de ligne asymétri-
que et pour déterminer une puissance totale
pour lesdites densités spectrales reçues et pour
comparer ladite puissance totale à un seuil pré-
déterminé et déterminer que l’un quelconque
des composants analogiques dudit frontal ana-
logique comprend une défaillance matérielle et
met ainsi ledit frontal analogique hors service,
dans le cas où ladite puissance totale est infé-
rieure audit seuil prédéterminé, ledit seuil pré-
déterminé étant déterminé en fonction d’une
puissance totale d’une courbe d’étalonnage
d’impédance adaptée
; et
- un moyen de commande (CTRL) pour com-
mander ledit module de mesure de test de ligne

asymétrique (SELT) et ledit moyen de traite-
ment (PROC).

3. Système de test (TEST-AFE) selon la revendication
2, caractérisé en ce que ledit système de test est
couplé à une pluralité de lignes de télécommunica-
tion et permet ainsi de tester un frontal analogique
respectif (AFE) couplé à une ligne parmi ladite plu-
ralité de lignes de télécommunication.

4. Système de test (TEST-AFE) selon la revendication
2, caractérisé en ce que ledit système de test est
distribué sur différents éléments de réseau.

5. Système de test (TEST-AFE) selon la revendication
2, caractérisé en ce que ledit système de test est
au moins partiellement contenu dans un noeud d’ac-
cès.

6. Système de test (TEST-AFE) selon la revendication
2, caractérisé en ce que ledit système de test est
au moins partiellement contenu dans un outil de dia-
gnostic de réseau.
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